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Ill,.
Artifacts and their Study
E.L. PHEUll

There was no full conference of the Association in 1961. but during the ext ended
Annual Genera 1 Meeting held at th~ Dominion Museum over ()leen' s Birthday week-end t here
v.·as a series of seminars devoted to ' Artifacts and their Study'. Six sessions were
he lc!; an introduction by Mr C.Olin Smart, follo••ed by four study groups,on adzes (Miss
Janet Davidson), fish hooks U.lr C.Olin Smart), flake tools a nd ornaments (Mr r'eter
Ga t he rcole ), t.he ser ies concluding with a general discussion period. As sunmaries of
t he conclus ions reached in the study groups appear in this issue, this article will be
confined to reporting the first anC! last sessions and to some general coaments on the
v.h o le s eries .
At the first ses sion a new form designed for the recording of artifacts was
int r oduced . Mr Smart illustrated its use, and stressed the need for a more systematic
recordi ng of l\ew Zealand artifacts. He said that while SOiie artifacts, or features
of artifacts, are known to be probable clues to culture differences,e.g. the hei tilti ,
or the presence of a grip on an alh1,, knowledge is still so scant that all the featureii
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muat be Ti~d as potentially important. This plea to look at all artifacts with a
fresh ·eye -recurred throughout the meeting, and while admirable and necessary in the
study of a specific artifact, it leads aa I see it, to sane confuaion of aiaw when
applied to the recording of artifacts on the new fonn.
It is hoped that the form will be used for recordi ng in a standard nmner finds
from organised excavations , listing random finds of sufficient import.ance, and catalog ·
uing private collections known to membe rs of t he Associati on. Of equal i mpor tance is
the fact that the provision in central and local files of ci:lpies of the forms would
enable the research worker to locate, with far less effort than is required at present. ,
many of the ar tifacts be is interested in studying.

The information asked for on the form requires little explanation . In the top
box, 'Artifact Class' should usually be general , e.g. adie, fish hook, etc.; 'Item No.
refers· to the number of the artifact within the collection being catalogued . All
artifacts ahould be given a permanent number (in Indian ink,etc.) as they are recorded.
'Location' -y be filled in from the Site Reference form. Vihere no S .R.F.
exists , or localisation is inexact, this space my be filled in with the degree of precis10H
appropriate, e . g. 'left bank of X Rher Mouth' etc.
'Position' llllY vary from the entry 'Found in fresh rabbit scrape' for a random
find, to a -11 sketch section and reference to the full drawn stratigraphic section
for the find revealed under conditions of a controlled excavation.

•

'C.Ontext' requires ·oo explanation beyond that supplied by the sub-headings •
'Description'. Thia section, the DDat i~rtant on the whole fona, i s discussed
at length below by other contributors to.t.bis S~ium . 'Mlterial' .shoulc usually be
general, if only to avoid misleading statements , e.g. 'stone' rather than • ?basalt'
unless identification ia certain. Even experts often find it difficult to define
llllteriala closely without detailed analysis, and the amateur ll'llY be incOl'rect in bis
well meaning, but misplaced, quest for precision. Similarly with 'C.OOdition '; it is
easy enough to see whether an artifact is worn or broken, but care m.1St be taken before
attributing these to human or apecific natural agencies.

lhe rest of the form is aelf-explaoatOl"f. Clw\ge of repository and other infor•tion will be fj,lled in where nec:eaaary by the file keepers.
The back of the form or attached aheets nay be used for a tracing, sketch ,or
photograph of the artifact, together with a scale or list of dimensions, and an amplif·
ied written description of the abject. At least two forms should be c~leted, one
for the local file and one for the central file; a third foJ'111 for the owner of the
collection •Y be neceaaary.
In 8'eneral , only one artifact should be recorded on one form, but caches, or
materials founJ in close association could be entered on one form when they belong to s
aingle artifact type.
The leaders of the seminars which followed dealt with their special artifact
types . f~ ~ descripti"!e and morphological point of Yiew, . with no a tteq>t at typological
claas1hcat1on. The a1111 was to teach people how to describe artifacts clearly and
~igurusly and not to impose a miform terminology, but, naturally enough, c.liscusa1on of nomenclature played a large part in all sessions. The ma~ority of those present
felt that concentration on roorphological description will pay s dividend in the future,
a.nd ia indeed a necessary preliminary to further work in classification. Many of us
found that the concentration on m<r?iology led to new insight i nto the artifacts as objects,
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In the final general discussion three things emerged. Firstly, we had all
learnt a lot more about artifacts . Secondly, we had begun to learn how to describe
them clearly and accurately to other interested people. 1hirdly, the Artifact Record
form had met with general approval in principle, although it was clear that the difficulties in operating a recording scheme needed to be investigated further. The meeting concluded by reconrnending the provisional adoption of the form, and several
workers throughout the country a$reed to use it in eilot schemes . It is hoped that
the results obtained in these trials will give sufficient data for a final decision to
be reached at next year's conference,
Although this year's meeting was stinulating, and on the whole successful, I
think personaTly that it attempted too ruch in too short a time. The introduction of
the Artifact Record Form was mace with no prior warning, and many of us were only
starting to see the implications of its use in a recording scheme near the end of the
mee ting . I felt that it would have been better either to have circulated the proposed
form and details of its use before the conference, or delayed its introduction for a
year, when the morphological knowledge obtained this year could have been put to
better use in discussing any proposed scheme.
1he concentration on morphology at this meetinf te.nded to fix attention on the
uniqueness of earh artifact. Morphological analysis eads to consideration of detail,
and too r:ruch detail on the f onn will make any recording scheme unworkable in terms
both of time anJ bulk of paper involved. It would have been better to have held a
conference concentrating on morphology and description alone, and to have introduced
tl1e form at a later meeting, perhaps entitled 'Information fran Artifacts'.
1he Artifact Recording Scheme, whatever its final form, will contain in its
files m.ich useful information. Many of the artifacts in nuse\D collections are lacking in details of tl1eir history such as finder, previous owners and provenance, and
the r ecord f onns would perform a useful task in diminishing these areas of uncertainty
for objects found in the future. 1he scheme will be a useful guide for the research
~~rker wishing to locate certain classes of artifacts and obtain preliminary data about
them • lbt it will be a recording, rather than a research tool, for the research worker
mus\. wurk with the artifacts themselves, and not with bits of paper. Cbviously, if he
is interested in fish hooks, he will want to handle as many as possible, and the forms
will tell him where to find them. From the forms he should also discover if they are
one or two piece, and barbed or unbarhed; he should be told the position of barbs, the
relation between point and shank limbs, the type of snood attachment, and so on, but
he should not expect much more. The form enables hi m to make a prehminary asse.s sment
of the resources "of an area, and to follow up accordingly.
\\hat is needed now; therefore, is an adequate definition of the scope of the
scheme , which will prevent us from trying to take it too far, and from thinking that it
is more accurate than it is. Some Auckland Y10rkers have suggested the use of a series
of shorthand categories, which llBY be ticked off, or referred to by number on the
record form (see, for example, the a<lie cross-sections in the next article ) and such a
system llBY he the t.."lSwer, allowing the forms t o be filled in quickly, and with sufficient but not illusory accuracy.
1he contributions which follow are based on the discussions at the me~ting, and
have been extended and modified by further discussion in various local groups. 1hey
are intended as guides for use with the Artifact Record Form and will no doubt benefit
from testing in the field. It is hoped that they will also stirrulate discussion on
morphology. Especially does this apply to the article on fishhooks, artifacts fundamental to Polynesian ·archaeology as a whole: which I view as a pioneerinti effort in a
field which, although apparently .aiq>le, containsmanyproblema when studied in detail.
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